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Introduction
6GE01 Global Challenges January 2011
This was the fifth time that this paper has been sat by candidates and an excellent understanding of
contemporary geographical issues was displayed in many of their papers. Teachers seem to have got
to grips with the content of Unit 1 and there is evidence that contemporary and global geographical
issues are being taught effectively. Many students demonstrated good examination skills and issues
to do with timing are relatively rare. It is, as always, important to prepare students fully in terms
of examination skills especially in terms of the different demands of Section A (breadth, shorter
questions, data stimulus skills) and Section B (depth, extended writing and factual detail). Some
candidates may benefit from considering their choice of Section B question as it may be the case that
many candidates choose Q7 almost by default without considering the merits of the alternatives.
Question 7 was the most popular essay question by a considerable margin.
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Question 1(c)
There were many good answers that conveyed detailed knowledge and understanding of the conditions
needed for hurricane formation - and possible link with global warming in relation to changing
magnitude, frequency or areas affected. Weaker answers made a simplistic “warmer water = more
hurricanes” connection route but failed to state that a critical sea temperature of 26-27C is needed
(nor did they distinguish between higher frequency and magnitude of storms) In contrast, the very
best answers made specific references to key areas or track location changes.

Examiner Comments
An excellent response that makes all the right points.

Examiner Comments
The first idea is not clear enough but a mark was awarded
for the idea of increased frequency as well as magntiude.
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Question 1(d)
Some very good answers were seen that effortlessly attained the maximum mark with clear
development of points and appropriate specific references made to a range of equipment and
technology that is available both to record earthquakes and to disseminate media information.
Weaker answers tended to focus solely on increasing disasters due to human factors such as
population growth, thereby omitting the “reporting” keyword. Better answers often made use of an
applied example such as Japan / Philippines. An extremely common misconception is that technology
now allows rich countries to predict earthquakes. This is simply untrue.

Examiner Comments
This response scored full marks.
Examiner Tip
Structuring an answer like this is perfectly acceptable.
Here there are three ideas, two of which are extended /
exemplified - so the reponses gains full marks overall.
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Question 2(b)
High-scoring answers clearly demonstrated knowledge and understanding of adaptation - as opposed
to mitigation - to manage climate change. One reason for relatively few attaining full marks was
confusion over the relative costs of adaptation and mitigation. Assertions that adaptation is ‘cheaper’
could not be credited – as no time scale is considered nor are the costs of successive replacements
(e.g. of Thames Flood Barrier) acknowledged (which might reasonably be expected of AS-level
candidates). Only a few of the better candidates commented on relative cost when looked at over
short/long term. There were also many sweeping statements about “people not having to change
their lifestyles”. Candidate response for “weaknesses” were generally stronger. A few made some
credit-worthy references to biodiversity losses and offered examples. Quite a few candidates gained 3
marks here - which often meant full marks overall despite only scoring 1 mark for “strengths”.

Examiner Comments
This shows a failure to understand the meaning of “adaptation”.
Unfortunately, there were many more answers like this.
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Examiner Comments
In contrast, here is an excellent answer that understands
the topic and shows first-class exam technique (the points
are precisely stated and show some variety of ideas).
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Question 2(c)
There were varied responses here according to how well candidates had revised their compulsory
case study of the continent of Africa. The two examples shown typify the polarity of responses. Good
responses recognise a diverse continent with a mixed economy (including some emerging economies
almost on a par with Bric nations). Weaker answers describe Africa as “an LEDC” that lacks any
resources or money to cope with climate change. Perhaps recent highly publicised events in Egypt
and North Africa will help provide future candidates with some sort of reminder of the diverse nature
of the continent they are meant to have analysed. Many focused entirely on the negative impacts
of agriculture but marks were lifted for those that at least referred to farming in specific areas e.g.
Kenya cash crops (e.g. roses) There were some good references to wider issues including tourism,
coral bleaching, migration and loss of wildlife eco-tourism. Some references to the economic costs of
the spread of malaria (and reduction of capacity to work / lost productivity) were also seen.
Only a minority referred to specific differences in different areas there was more reference to rich/
poorer countries.

Examiner Comments
This is the kind of answer that we would hope to see given that
a complusory case study is being examined. A range of African
environments are mentioned and supporting data provided.
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Examiner Comments
This is very poor geography for an AS-level candidate to be
producing. Africa is presented as a homogeneous entity. Simple
words like ‘hotter’ and ‘poorer’ gain little credit.
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Question 3(b)
This straightforward geography question caused difficulty for many candidates who wrote about the
causes of global sea-level rise even though a different task had been set for them (and a resource
provided). The discharge, deforestation, surface runoff, etc. Clear understanding was shown in such
cases of the potential impact of climate change on the hydrological cycle and rivers basins / the
distribution of river ﬂooding. Unfortunately, far too many tried to argue (unsuccessfully) that the
thermal expansion of rivers would lead to drastic ﬂood plain inundation. A few managed to make
a correct link between eustatic sea-level rise and permanent ﬂooding of river ﬂood plains due to
incursions of sea-water (the ria idea). A few very good answers used specific example – perhaps
suggesting that the Boscastle ﬂash ﬂood was an early example; others mentioned storm surges and
understood the rising risks faced by the London Thames estuary.

Examiner Comments
This response was properly focused on the question and explains how river
ﬂooding could increase. The hydrological knowledge is not especially complex
(it does not need to be for this Unit) but the focus is spot-on.
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Question 3(c)
Less able candidates gave generalised reasons why climate change severity cannot be predicted – with
no specific reference made to the mechanisms of sea level change itself (although a lot of candidates
lifted their overall mark by making good use of the idea of progress made by NICs/Brics and / or the
refusal of some major players to sign up to International treaties). Wherever the processes of thermal
expansion and ice-melt actually were actually acknowledged, it was often with authority and to good
effect. Feedback / tipping points and role of carbon sinks and natural causes featured only in the
better answers. On a separate note, too many wrote beyond the allotted lines here and often became
a little repetitive (in relation to the theme of uncertainty).

Examiner Comments
The uncertainty over rates of ice melt and thermal expansion are
both clearly identified (2 marks). There is understanding of feedback
mechamisms plus the role of changing albedo (2). Good comments
about the rate of change expected for different scenarios takes this
to full marks: a well-focused answer.
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Examiner Comments
Although some good general ideas about climate change uncertainty feature
here, it is a pity the candidate does not answer the question directly by
addressing the specific processes that may lead to sea-level rise.
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Question 4(a)
This question was correctly answered by the majority of candidates.

Question 4(c)
This was a successfully-answered question for many candidates. A secure focus on poverty / lack of
customer base / lower profits in Africa and South America provided the basis for many satisfactory
answers. The advanced idea of trade blocs / trading laws and political instability were found in
some really good answers – as well as the idea that subsistence cultures had little use for major
hypermarkets, or a possible cultural “lack of fit”.

Question 4(d)
Some excellent answers were seen here. Candidates generally had a clear understanding of the range
of strategies used by TNCs and there was good use of terminology such as spatial division of labour,
vertical and horizontal integration, mergers/acquisitions, economies of scale etc. These showed an
sound underlying understanding of economically-orientated geographical theory. The most commonly
quoted examples were Nike, McDonalds, Tesco and Coca-Cola.
Few grasped the geopolitical aspects of TNC growth (such as IMF support and patterns of aid and
lending by many global players) – although this falls more within the scope of the A2 superpowers
component.

Examiner Comments
This is a first-rate response that writes far more than is needed to reach full marks.
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Question 5(b)
Most candidates correctly indentified the importance of 2004; a minority thought it was the year of
the UK's entry into the EU.

Question 5(c)
This was generally well done with some good efforts made by candidates to compare the two trends,
rather than to describe each one in turn. Good answers ﬂagged up another key trend – which is that
immigration always surpasses emigration.

Question 5(d)
This was a question where many candidates lost marks through the use of extremely weak
geographical generalities such as “better” or “nicer” climate / lifestyle (such loose remarks do not
receive a point mark reward at AS-level). There was also a focus from a number of candidates on push
factors Nevertheless, there were still many who scored maximum marks through accessing a range of
specific push and pull factors related to the climate / economics / cultural landscape of Spain and the
UK – as well as the enabling role of better / cheaper communications and the drift of entire family and
friendship groups. Some also referred to Purchasing Power Parity, rather than just saying that costs in
Spain were cheaper. There was some confusion still over the issue of pension payments and relative
cost of healthcare but overall this question was well answered.

Examiner Comments
This response only scored 2 marks.

Examiner Tip
Avoid comments like “nicer” and “things are cheaper”
at AS-level. Without any further detail provided it is
impossible to gain credit for such assertions.
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Examiner Comments
This provides a good comparison with the other example - look at how
data is provided (10C warmer). The cheaper costs are also indentified.
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Question 6(b)
The majority gave a sensible reason here.

Question 6(c)
Good knowledge was shown by some candidates of the range of sources available for study to glean
a wide variety of statistics. Official and non official sources included the national census (though not
always explaining how it could be used), local newspapers. diaries, photographic / artistic evidence,
oral history, local clubs and facilities and attendance records. There was a disappointing number who
knew what indicators to look at (e.g. employment figures) but failed to mention where you would look
to find them – the question focus being on sources of data after all. It was also evident from a number
of responses that some small-scale local investigations had been carried out - so it was pleasing to see
'fieldwork' referred to. Perhaps the most interesting response came from the candidate who suggested
that you could “hire a historian”. Some candidates did score very poorly overall on this question –
suggesting a Specification knowledge gap.

Examiner Comments
There was enough range of actual sources
here for full marks to be awarded.
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Question 6(d)
Many candidates clearly were unprepared for this question. There was a lot of misunderstanding here
about the nature / meaning of the word “colonies” despite this being an important teaching strand
in the Specification. Some talked exclusively about EU migration (only one mark was left available
for non-colonial answers). In contrast, good responses directly related to colonial responsibilities and
the labour needs (both professional e.g. NHS and “blue-collar” work in the 1950s and 1960s) of the
“mother country”.

Examiner Comments
The candidate knows the topic and provides
enough detailed explanation for full marks.
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Question 7
A very popular question although responses to part (a) were sometimes disappointing. Candidates were
stronger on knowledge of the geography of human risk factors than they were on the basics of plate
tectonic theory, with many answers revealing unsound and insecure understanding. There are still a
significant number of candidates who confuse conservative and constructive when describing direction
of plate movement, likewise with convergent and divergent. In-plate volcanoes were most frequently
ignored, although there were one or two excellent accounts of the Hawaiian plume (that was situated
in the middle of Figure 7). Most exemplar references were based on the area of the resource but
there were a number of appropriate references to the Atlantic / Western Europe areas.
Part (b), surprisingly, gave a wide variation in standard of answers considering the two areas are
compulsory study. The main factor seemed to be whether the candidate decided to discuss the
hazards as well as the vulnerability element or whether to focus on the latter, almost entirely in
many cases, with only a brief list of hazards supplied. The best responses looked at common hazards
and how cause and vulnerability varied with them, quoting specific events, and then dealt with the
hazards they regarded as location specific. These responses showed sound understanding of processes,
were detailed and easily reached Level 4. Common errors included attributing to California a huge
volcanic risk or a destructive margin El Nino/La Nina was mentioned by quite a lot of candidates but
there was often confusion over which was which when it came to the accompanying hazards. If there
was an imbalance between the two areas, the Philippines seemed to be dealt with in more detail and
with more specific hazard knowledge than California.
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Examiner Comments
This is an extract from a Level 4 essay and gives a good indication of the level of
competence we hope to see when complusory case studies are being examined.
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Question 8
Candidates generally picked out the extreme values shown and accounted for the differences, notably
for China, the USA and Bangladesh (the high per capita figure for Saudi Arabia eluded most candidates,
as did the complete set of figures for Singapore). There was limited explanation of the differences of
total and per capita emissions in weaker responses. However, the topic has clearly been well taught in
many centres and it was good to see the breadth and depth of knowledge and understanding that many
students have. Some showed impressive current-affairs knowledge, especially of China’s progress.
Part (b) was well answered the majority had good knowledge of long and medium term evidence and
there were some strong responses from candidates who were evidently conversant with a wide range
of potential data sources that could be used for evidence across the main time scales. Most could
give some account of a selection of methods: ice cores, pollen counts, tree rings, retreating glaciers
and CO2 data were all popular choices. A pleasing number also began to evaluate the reliability of
the evidence. On the face of it this was a very straightforward and accessible question and it was
surprising that it attracted a relatively low number of responses overall.
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Examiner Comments
This shows part of the candidate’s response to part (a) - a “text
book” approach that provides an anlaysis of the Figure which also
draws on the candidate’s own knowledge. this scored full marks.
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Question 9
Most candidates made good use of the resource to convey a clear understanding of the concept of a
shrinking world. Less frequent was the reference to groups of people or the existence of a two-speed
world. Some responses stayed rather general: there was not much use of specific examples but they
were effective in the responses where they were used. In the best answers, there was additional
mention (beyond Figure 9) of technologies that included Concorde, GPS and Blackberry. Some focused
well on different types of connections.
Responses to part (b) were often well understood and elicited a range of groupings, many responses
gaining L3. Wealth groupings were commonly cited and there was also good knowledge of a range of
trade blocs. Less frequently cited were political or other economic groups such as OPEC, OECD or G8.
“Switched on” and “switched off” groupings was another approach that as used to good effect by some.
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Examiner Comments
This is taken from a question that scored 25/25. The candidate has an
impressive understanding of the topic and writes ﬂuently. The work is
well-structured (remember that this is being assessed too).
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Question 10
Changes in size tended to be treated more cunningly than changes in distribution. Most candidates
knew and provided the definition of a mega-city; LA, Mumbai and Sao Paulo were sometimes referred
to in some detail to support the idea of changing sizes. While most candidates identified the main
distribution change – an easterly shift - fewer could give much explanation although there were some
decent TNC-based attempts ,. Some high-scoring candidates highlighted the importance of 24 hour
business in the global hubs of Tokyo, London, New York (due to time zones) and linked this to the
‘shrinking world’ concept.
Good answers to part (b) discussed more than one megacity and their challenges. Some compared
Mumbai with LA; their different challenges, clearly linked to level of development, were drawn out. Less
successful were those candidates who looked at more than one city but restricted themselves to similar
levels of development as they were unable to identify different challenges, just more of the same.
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Examiner Comments
This is another well-structured piece of extended writing that is very
well-focused on the concept of “challenges” and received a Level 4 mark.
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Section B
Looking ahead there are a number of issues that centres may wish to consider when planning for the
Summer 2011 and 2012 examinations:
•

Candidates should be encouraged to see the Section B questions as a 25 mark ‘package’ and to
choose their questions on the basis of which question they can do the best justice to across the 10
mark part ‘a’ and 15 mark part ‘b’.

•

Some candidates need additional help to focus on the different meaning of command words
(describe, explain etc) and more technical key words (mitigation, natural disaster, post-colonial).
Failure to ‘unlock’ the meaning of these words is often a reason for poorer than expected
performance on some questions.

•

The climate change topic does contain technical aspects to it, such as greenhouse effect processes,
feedback mechanism, natural mechanisms of climate change and the reasons for sea level rise.
Some candidates confuse these processes and / or discuss them in partial terms.

•

Some areas of teaching do need updating, such as migration, to reﬂect recent changes in patterns
within Europe especially.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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